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About This Content

Do you love seeing maps with detailed towns and buildings, but lack the artistic skill to create them yourself? Then this pack is
just for you.

Fantastic Buildings: Medieval contains 45 detailed and unique buildings that are ready to be used in your maps. Some can even
be combined with different tiles for alternate versions. Just select the building in the editor, and place it on the map - it's that

simple!

This pack contains:

A variety of functional buildings such as inns/pubs, stables, churches, tents and NPC homes.

Specialized buildings such as blacksmith, guild and castle.

Easy to use materials -- already formatted into tile sheets for you!

Material that matches the RTP, as well as the large variety of Celianna's resources.

Bonus: Tile object details (gallows, lamp posts, garden/farm fields, market stalls, castle walls, hanging signs), Tile A4
ground tiles and parallax extras.
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10\/10 would make the same mistake again in order to support the CPUCores Team!
The following question goes to Tim Sullivan,
Howcome it has a '::' after the name CPUCores,
The same way Dimmdrive has it???. DO NOT BUY THIS RIPP OFF!
As someone pointed out in a comment, this is a publish of some assets in the unity store: 
https:\/\/assetstore.unity.com\/packages\/templates\/idle-clicker-business-tycoon-simulation-94393.

This game has barely any content and is not functional.

Cons:
- Played for one minute, can't figure out how to turn off the sound in-game :(...
- After tabbing out and putting it off manually I tabbed back and found the resolution changed, weird, but I can deal with that.
- Bought a manager, but nothing happened, had to activate the product again before the manager did his thing.
- The button 'Issue new shares' (I didn't had any) apparantly ascends\/resets your progress (not sure what the benefit is). I wasn't
asked if I was sure though, so I lost my 10 minute progress.
- HOW DO YOU EXIT THIS GAME? (beside ALT+F4)
- When the MAX buy multiplier is active the amounts do not reflects what you actually pay for it. (e.g. you have $1000, cost
says $100, click button, actually costs: 987)
- Can't change my company name?
- Can't change currency
- I got 8x 4GH core, this game uses a steady 40% CPU and 55% GPU, WTF?

Pros:
- Still searching for them. Bioshock 2 is the best, just believe me :D And this DLC is solid 5+ hours of an interesting side story
set in new part of the Rapture. Get it, play it and you will not be disappointed :D

PS.: it seems that you will get Bioshock remaster for free (only) if you have the original games + this DLC. Game is shallow.
Spend 30 minutes to learn mechanics then just repeat the same sequence of actions: hire all available heroes keep sending them
to provinces. After getting >25 of heroes you don`t even need to care about their stats - just press button when those bars get
green.. It's a pretty simple game that keeps you on your toes.. 10\/10 Fun game , enough balanced stealth mode. I want to believe
!. There isn't a whole lot more that can be said about this game that hasn't already been said. It's bad. Not even fun bad, just
plain old regular BAD. But let's go over it, shall we?

First, the graphics. Everyone knows this. Take one look at the screenshots, it's not too difficult to tell how utterly atrocious they
are. The game's description on Steam says that the game has an old-school look to it, (or something like that, I can't be bothered
to look up the exact quote) but old-school doesn't even begin to describe it. Castlevania is old-school. Zelda 64 is old-school.
Doom is old-school. This game's graphics, on the other hand, just look like they
were\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out by the leftovers from Morrowind, which in my admitedly unpopular opinion,
has not aged well at all.

Second, let's talk about the controls. You can't keybind anything. You can make some adjustments to mouse sensitivity, and
invert the mouse's Y axis, but that's it. Don't like the layout? Well, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you. Your character's
movement, too, is just weird in general. Movement is very sluggish. Everything seems a bit zoomed in, but if you zoom out, it
still just feels nauseating. Combat, if you've got the patience to even get to it (I'll get back to that), is painfully bare. There's no
strategy involved whatsoever. Hit your enemy, pull back, then go back in for another hit. Rinse and repeat.

Third, let's talk about the story. What's the story? A bunch of monsters and\/or people in scary get-up have been ravaging the
land, and got into the castle. They killed all the guards, and took all the money, taxes (yes, taxes), and swords. Also, they took
this guy's sister, and you better save her, because you're in love with her. The only image we see of said woman is awkwardly
animated, with flailing arms and a grand total of one facial expression. Now normally I wouldn't complain too much about the
damsel in distress trope, overused though it may be, but the way this game goes about it is just stupid, to the point where I had to
stop after the cutscene to finish laughing. Basic isn't even the word, bad is closer to what I'm looking for.
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Okay, now here's the big one. How would you expect a fantasy hack and slash video game to open? A tutorial level? Sure.
What's in the tutorial level? A few low-level baddies for you to kill, with a few different weapons to try out? Nah, that'd just be
asinine. Instead, let's have the tutorial level be a stupidly complex find the key quest, in an overly large castle? Yup, that sounds
good to me. Yeah, no litterally, the FIRST instructions you are given in the game are to find a bunch of keys so you can get a
sword. But it's not like you just find one key and get your reward. A key opens a door, which opens a chest, which gives you
some unnecessary item, which lets you get another key, which THEN lets you get the sword. And all of it is separated between
different rooms in this quite large castle.

All this makes the game seem REALLY bad. It is. But the worst thing about this game, I repeat, the WORST thing about this
game is nothing I have mentioned thus far. What\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off most about this
game is that Barnabas Collins didn't even get a single appearance. Or Quentin, or Angelique. 0\/10 Worst Game Ever.

No, but really, what's with the title, guys? It's not some super obscure thing, Dark Shadows was pretty dang popular back in its
day. And okay, even if you didn't know about the show, how could you completely avoid the recent shipwreck of a remake Tim
Burton\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out a couple years ago? That's a lawsuit waiting to happen there.. You get what
you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of
achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a
game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. Easy to play and fun.
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A really fantastic, quick, little game. I have never played anything like it and I loved how much it made me think to solve the
puzzles. These kind of puzzles that play with what you can and can't see can feel just impossible sometimes, but there's a really
great balance here. Whenever I found myself stumped it never lasted more than a minute or two, and then the layout of the
puzzle becomes clear and you get that great feeling where you can see every step to the end after trying to figure it out for a
while. It does become significantly more difficult about halfway through but I got used to it. And, I was surprised by how
quickly I got used to rearranging the broken map in my head. If spatial reasoning isn't your strong point though, this will
probably be quite difficult.

The art is adorable. The sound design and music are great and create a very relaxed atmosphere that doesn't distract you from
the puzzle but rather draws you in.

My main complaint would be that the parts where you use the rainbow spirit to flip the screen around can feel a little tedious
and try-fail try-fail sometimes. But, that feeling never lasted long and I pretty much always ended those levels feeling very
satisfied.

Overall, cute, cheap game that is well worth your time. Highly recommended.. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. This game has several game
breaking bugs that can just stop you from playing a game, forcing you to start again. For example I was kicked out of my
country for having a defecit, when i was still shown as having surplus, my income was more than my expense, yet I was kicked
out. Several other people have similar problems. The devs seem not to care about their fanbase at all.

Price is too high for the quality of the game, and the price was not dropped in time like most other games.

If you have 50 dollars to throw around, I would buy this game, as it is still the best domestic and internatiol political simulator
out there, but dont expect to get too much out of it.. A very simple game with very limited colour choices, it could be better off
with variety of colours like Colour Pencil Box.
This game is very simple yet it has some bug that upon touch\/click colour on drawing it remain blank.
To simply put, the content has roughly 12 drawing. Each with limited 7-8 choices of colour only but still is good for the toddlers
to click around and learn the how to use and move the mouse at the same time havin fun with the animation and catchy tunes.

Dev should consider putting in more content and more variety type of animal that are normally seen by toddlers;
such as Elephant, Bambi (Deer), Cute Fluffy Bunny Rabbit, Giraffe, Lion, Dinosaur, Hippotamus, Little Mouse, Cat and Dog
those creature that are usually seen at Flash Card or Toddler books and that would be great help.
For the current lack of content...This game worth best at 80% discount, for 70% is still acceptable and fair but definitely not at
FULL PRICE.

Hopefully Dev could update the content with more Cute Animal and more Variety of Colour Pencil Choices. Anyway Thanks
dev for making this fun and colourful game avail in STEAM.. I really wanted to like this game. The premise is great and the
foundation is great. But it is just dreadfuil to play. It seems like it is unfinished and it is very hard to use. Maybe after its been
out for a while it will improve.. Coffe break roguelike deluxe! Great game! Fun in short burst! Not very deep but still
challenging gameplay!. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ia1l2dTEMK0. Nice free addition to a faction which i will abandon
as soon as Tomb Kings will come out.

P.S.
The armor should be "shorter", like in the tabletop.
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